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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup around the
(K!, K+) reaction target.

(20 [x] " 20 [y] " 35 [z (beam direction)] mm3) as the target
[16]. The experimental setup around the target is schematically
shown in Fig. 1.

The SciFi-Bundle detector sandwiched between the dia-
mond target and the emulsion stack measured the position
and angle of each "! hyperon with a high precision. The
positions and angles of the "! hyperons at the surface
of the first emulsion plate (thin plate) were thus provided.
Under a microscope, first we identified the tracks of "!

hyperons detected with the SciFi-Bundle detector in the thin
plate, and then followed the tracks to their end points in the
emulsion plates. The production of a double-! hypernucleus
and its decay were searched for around the end points. The
hybrid system of the SciFi-Bundle detector and emulsion was
described in detail by Ichikawa et al. [17]. We searched for the
tracks of "! hyperons in the emulsion using a fully automated
scanning system and followed each identified track using
semiautomated scanning system (See details in Ref. [18]).

Scintillating fiber (SciFi) detectors, U-Block and D-Block,
were placed both upstream and downstream of the emulsion
stack. If a daughter track originating from the decay of a
hypernucleus escaped from the emulsion stack, the track could
be still observed in the U-Block and/or D-Block. Thus we
could measure the range and identify the particle for the
track to kinematically reconstruct the event. The detail of the
performance of the SciFi detectors is described in Ref. [19].

In the experiment, we followed about 2 " 104 candidate
tracks of "! hyperons, and found nearly 103 stopping vertices
with charged daughter tracks in the emulsion. Among them,
sequential decays with three vertices were found in seven
events. Although we were not able to reconstruct three events

because some tracks were difficult to be seen clearly, the !-!
interaction can be discussed on four events with nuclear species
in the following section.

The detail of the experiment can be seen in Refs. [8]
and [18].

III. DOUBLE-! HYPERNUCLEAR EVENTS

A. Nagara event

In the recent PDG results [13], a huge amount of data
from an experiment was taken into account for the mass of
the "! hyperon, where other old data were not used for its
compilation. The mass value was adopted to be 1321.71 ±
0.07 MeV/c2 which was 0.40 MeV/c2 heavier than the old
one of 1321.31 ± 0.13 MeV/c2. This mass change of the "!

hyperon requires revision of the values of B!! and #B!!

obtained from the vertex of "! hyperon capture, i.e., the
production point of the double-! hypernucleus in the Nagara
event. In this chapter, although interpretation of the Nagara
event has not been changed from the previous paper [8],
numerical values are presented for revision.

A picture and schematic drawing of the event are shown in
Fig. 2.

Three charged particles (tracks 1, 2, and 3) were emitted
from "! hyperon stopping vertex A, and one of them (1)
decayed into three charged particles (4, 5, and 6) at vertex B.
At the end point of track 4 (vertex C), it was associated with
two charged particles (7 and 8).

Since there were typographical errors in the data of lengths
and angles of the tracks in the previous paper [8], they are listed
with correction in Table I. Coplanarities calculated for the three
tracks emitted from vertices A and B are again well presented
to be !0.002 ± 0.030 and 0.003 ± 0.013, respectively.

Since the mass value of the "! hyperon was changed, we
applied kinematic analysis to the production vertex A in the
same manner as in the previous paper [8]. The results are
presented in Table II. In the table, the modes with #B!! !
B"! < 20 MeV are listed.

Even if the mass value of the "! hyperon were changed,
the results of the kinematic analysis could not be changed for
all possible decay modes at vertex B from the previous results.
Very recently, the binding energy of a ! hyperon in 7

!He was
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FIG. 2. Photograph and schematic drawing of the Nagara event.

014003-3

"! + 12C # 6
$$He + 4He + t

6
$$He # 5

$He + p + !!

B$$ = 6.91 ± 0.16 MeV
%B$$ = 0.67 ± 0.17 MeV

captured from an atomic orbital of 12C

H. Takahashi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 212502 (2001);  
J.K. Ahn et al., Phys. Rev. C 88, 014003 (2013)
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(20 [x] " 20 [y] " 35 [z (beam direction)] mm3) as the target
[16]. The experimental setup around the target is schematically
shown in Fig. 1.

The SciFi-Bundle detector sandwiched between the dia-
mond target and the emulsion stack measured the position
and angle of each "! hyperon with a high precision. The
positions and angles of the "! hyperons at the surface
of the first emulsion plate (thin plate) were thus provided.
Under a microscope, first we identified the tracks of "!

hyperons detected with the SciFi-Bundle detector in the thin
plate, and then followed the tracks to their end points in the
emulsion plates. The production of a double-! hypernucleus
and its decay were searched for around the end points. The
hybrid system of the SciFi-Bundle detector and emulsion was
described in detail by Ichikawa et al. [17]. We searched for the
tracks of "! hyperons in the emulsion using a fully automated
scanning system and followed each identified track using
semiautomated scanning system (See details in Ref. [18]).

Scintillating fiber (SciFi) detectors, U-Block and D-Block,
were placed both upstream and downstream of the emulsion
stack. If a daughter track originating from the decay of a
hypernucleus escaped from the emulsion stack, the track could
be still observed in the U-Block and/or D-Block. Thus we
could measure the range and identify the particle for the
track to kinematically reconstruct the event. The detail of the
performance of the SciFi detectors is described in Ref. [19].

In the experiment, we followed about 2 " 104 candidate
tracks of "! hyperons, and found nearly 103 stopping vertices
with charged daughter tracks in the emulsion. Among them,
sequential decays with three vertices were found in seven
events. Although we were not able to reconstruct three events

because some tracks were difficult to be seen clearly, the !-!
interaction can be discussed on four events with nuclear species
in the following section.

The detail of the experiment can be seen in Refs. [8]
and [18].

III. DOUBLE-! HYPERNUCLEAR EVENTS

A. Nagara event

In the recent PDG results [13], a huge amount of data
from an experiment was taken into account for the mass of
the "! hyperon, where other old data were not used for its
compilation. The mass value was adopted to be 1321.71 ±
0.07 MeV/c2 which was 0.40 MeV/c2 heavier than the old
one of 1321.31 ± 0.13 MeV/c2. This mass change of the "!

hyperon requires revision of the values of B!! and #B!!

obtained from the vertex of "! hyperon capture, i.e., the
production point of the double-! hypernucleus in the Nagara
event. In this chapter, although interpretation of the Nagara
event has not been changed from the previous paper [8],
numerical values are presented for revision.

A picture and schematic drawing of the event are shown in
Fig. 2.

Three charged particles (tracks 1, 2, and 3) were emitted
from "! hyperon stopping vertex A, and one of them (1)
decayed into three charged particles (4, 5, and 6) at vertex B.
At the end point of track 4 (vertex C), it was associated with
two charged particles (7 and 8).

Since there were typographical errors in the data of lengths
and angles of the tracks in the previous paper [8], they are listed
with correction in Table I. Coplanarities calculated for the three
tracks emitted from vertices A and B are again well presented
to be !0.002 ± 0.030 and 0.003 ± 0.013, respectively.

Since the mass value of the "! hyperon was changed, we
applied kinematic analysis to the production vertex A in the
same manner as in the previous paper [8]. The results are
presented in Table II. In the table, the modes with #B!! !
B"! < 20 MeV are listed.

Even if the mass value of the "! hyperon were changed,
the results of the kinematic analysis could not be changed for
all possible decay modes at vertex B from the previous results.
Very recently, the binding energy of a ! hyperon in 7

!He was
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Experiments with J2 atoms

C. J. Batty,1 E. Friedman,2 and A. Gal2
1Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 0QX, United Kingdom

2Racah Institute of Physics, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel
~Received 14 September 1998!

Experiments with J2 atoms are proposed in order to study the nuclear interaction of J hyperons. The
production of J2 in the (K2,K1) reaction, the J2 stopping in matter, and its atomic cascade are incorporated
within a realistic evaluation of the results expected for J2 x-ray spectra across the periodic table, using an
assumed J-nucleus optical potential Vopt . Several optimal targets for measuring the strong-interaction shift
and width of the x-ray transition to the ‘‘last’’ atomic level observed are singled out: F, Cl, I, and Pb. The
sensitivity of these observables to the parameters of Vopt is considered. The relevance of such experiments is
discussed in the context of strangeness 22 nuclear physics and multistrange nuclear matter. Finally, with
particular reference to searches for the H dibaryon, the properties of J2d atoms are also discussed. The role
of Stark mixing and its effect on S and P state capture of J2 by the deuteron together with estimates of the
resulting probability for producing the H dibaryon are considered in detail. @S0556-2813~99!02601-1#

PACS number~s!: 25.80.Nv, 13.75.Ev, 21.65.1f, 36.10.Gv

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Very little is established experimentally or phenomeno-
logically about the interaction of J hyperons with nuclei.
Dover and Gal @1#, analyzing old emulsion data which had
been interpreted as due to J2 hypernuclei, obtained an at-
tractive J-nucleus interaction with a nuclear potential well
depth of V0

(J)521224 MeV. This range of values agrees
well with the theoretical prediction by the same authors @2#
for J in nuclear matter, using model D of the Nijmegen
group @3# to describe baryon-baryon interactions in an SU~3!
picture, in contrast with the J-nucleus repulsion obtained @2#
using model F @4#. Similar predictions were subsequently
made with more detailed G-matrix evaluations by Yamamoto
et al. @5,6# who argued for a considerable A dependence of
V0
(J) , such that the well depth for light and medium weight
nuclei is significantly lower than for heavy nuclei where it
approaches the value calculated for nuclear matter. It should
be noted, however, that the predictions of the Nijmegen
model D for V0

(J) are extremely sensitive to the value as-
sumed for the hard-core radius. Nevertheless, the confidence
in the predictive power of model D for this sector of strange-
ness 22 hypernuclear physics, at least qualitatively, is to a
large extent due to its success in yielding the attractive LL
interaction necessary to reproduce the ~so far! three known
LL binding energies ~see Ref. @5# for a review of these
calculations!.
If the interaction of J hyperons with nuclei is sufficiently

attractive to cause binding, as has been repeatedly argued
since the original work of Dover and Gal @1#, then a rich
source of spectroscopic information becomes available and
the properties of the in-medium JN interaction can be ex-
tracted. Bound states of J hypernuclei would also be useful
as a gateway to form double L hypernuclei @7,8#. Finally, a
minimum strength for V0

(J) of about 15 MeV is required to
realize the exciting possibility of strange hadronic matter @9#,
where protons, neutrons, L’s and J’s are held together to

form a system which is stable against strong-interaction de-
cay.
Some new information on the J2 nucleus interaction has

been recently reported from (K2, K1) counter experiments
at the KEK proton synchrotron. Fukuda et al. @10# have
shown fits to the very low energy part ~including the bound
state region! of the J2 hypernuclear spectrum in the
12C(K2,K1)X reaction on a scintillating fiber active target
~experiment E224!, resulting in an estimate of V0

(J) between
15 and 20 MeV. The experimental energy resolution of about
10 MeV in this experiment was too poor to allow identifica-
tion of any bound state peak structure which could have
given more definitive information on the well depth. A
somewhat cleaner and better resolved spectrum has been re-
cently shown @11# from the Brookhaven AGS experiment
E885, but no analysis of these data has yet been reported. An
earlier KEK experiment ~E176! gave evidence for three
events of stopped J2 in light emulsion nuclei, each showing
a decay into a pair of single L hypernuclei. The first two
events @12,13# are consistent energetically with a J2 atomic
state in 12C bound by BJ2(12C)50.5860.14 MeV. How-
ever, this value could only be ascribed to capture from the
1S state which is estimated to occur in less than 1% of the
total number of captures. This binding energy is distinctly
larger than the calculated value BJ2

2P (12C)&0.32 MeV for
the 2P state, for a wide range of strong-interaction poten-
tials. Moreover, the J2 capture probability in 12C from P
states is a few percent at most. The most likely capture in
12C, as discussed in Sec. III B, occurs from atomic D states.
The calculated binding energies of the atomic 3D states for
C, N, and O emulsion nuclei are given in Table I where it is
seen that binding is essentially by the Coulomb potential.
The two examples for binding in the presence of a strong
J-nucleus potential are for the tr potential used in Secs. II
and III with the parameter b050.251i0.04 fm ~potential 1!
and b050.191i0.04 fm ~potential 2!, corresponding to
V0
(J)520.5 and 15.6 MeV, respectively, in 12C. ~The value
used for Im b0 is discussed in Secs. III A and IV.! It is seen

PHYSICAL REVIEW C JANUARY 1999VOLUME 59, NUMBER 1

PRC 590556-2813/99/59~1!/295~10!/$15.00 295 ©1999 The American Physical Society

C. J. Batty, E. Friedman, and A. Gal, 
Phys. Rev. C 59, 295 (1999)

captured from an atomic orbital of 12C

H. Takahashi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 212502 (2001);  
J.K. Ahn et al., Phys. Rev. C 88, 014003 (2013)
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(20 [x] " 20 [y] " 35 [z (beam direction)] mm3) as the target
[16]. The experimental setup around the target is schematically
shown in Fig. 1.

The SciFi-Bundle detector sandwiched between the dia-
mond target and the emulsion stack measured the position
and angle of each "! hyperon with a high precision. The
positions and angles of the "! hyperons at the surface
of the first emulsion plate (thin plate) were thus provided.
Under a microscope, first we identified the tracks of "!

hyperons detected with the SciFi-Bundle detector in the thin
plate, and then followed the tracks to their end points in the
emulsion plates. The production of a double-! hypernucleus
and its decay were searched for around the end points. The
hybrid system of the SciFi-Bundle detector and emulsion was
described in detail by Ichikawa et al. [17]. We searched for the
tracks of "! hyperons in the emulsion using a fully automated
scanning system and followed each identified track using
semiautomated scanning system (See details in Ref. [18]).

Scintillating fiber (SciFi) detectors, U-Block and D-Block,
were placed both upstream and downstream of the emulsion
stack. If a daughter track originating from the decay of a
hypernucleus escaped from the emulsion stack, the track could
be still observed in the U-Block and/or D-Block. Thus we
could measure the range and identify the particle for the
track to kinematically reconstruct the event. The detail of the
performance of the SciFi detectors is described in Ref. [19].

In the experiment, we followed about 2 " 104 candidate
tracks of "! hyperons, and found nearly 103 stopping vertices
with charged daughter tracks in the emulsion. Among them,
sequential decays with three vertices were found in seven
events. Although we were not able to reconstruct three events

because some tracks were difficult to be seen clearly, the !-!
interaction can be discussed on four events with nuclear species
in the following section.

The detail of the experiment can be seen in Refs. [8]
and [18].

III. DOUBLE-! HYPERNUCLEAR EVENTS

A. Nagara event

In the recent PDG results [13], a huge amount of data
from an experiment was taken into account for the mass of
the "! hyperon, where other old data were not used for its
compilation. The mass value was adopted to be 1321.71 ±
0.07 MeV/c2 which was 0.40 MeV/c2 heavier than the old
one of 1321.31 ± 0.13 MeV/c2. This mass change of the "!

hyperon requires revision of the values of B!! and #B!!

obtained from the vertex of "! hyperon capture, i.e., the
production point of the double-! hypernucleus in the Nagara
event. In this chapter, although interpretation of the Nagara
event has not been changed from the previous paper [8],
numerical values are presented for revision.

A picture and schematic drawing of the event are shown in
Fig. 2.

Three charged particles (tracks 1, 2, and 3) were emitted
from "! hyperon stopping vertex A, and one of them (1)
decayed into three charged particles (4, 5, and 6) at vertex B.
At the end point of track 4 (vertex C), it was associated with
two charged particles (7 and 8).

Since there were typographical errors in the data of lengths
and angles of the tracks in the previous paper [8], they are listed
with correction in Table I. Coplanarities calculated for the three
tracks emitted from vertices A and B are again well presented
to be !0.002 ± 0.030 and 0.003 ± 0.013, respectively.

Since the mass value of the "! hyperon was changed, we
applied kinematic analysis to the production vertex A in the
same manner as in the previous paper [8]. The results are
presented in Table II. In the table, the modes with #B!! !
B"! < 20 MeV are listed.

Even if the mass value of the "! hyperon were changed,
the results of the kinematic analysis could not be changed for
all possible decay modes at vertex B from the previous results.
Very recently, the binding energy of a ! hyperon in 7
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FIG. 2. Photograph and schematic drawing of the Nagara event.
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Experiments with J2 atoms

C. J. Batty,1 E. Friedman,2 and A. Gal2
1Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 0QX, United Kingdom

2Racah Institute of Physics, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel
~Received 14 September 1998!

Experiments with J2 atoms are proposed in order to study the nuclear interaction of J hyperons. The
production of J2 in the (K2,K1) reaction, the J2 stopping in matter, and its atomic cascade are incorporated
within a realistic evaluation of the results expected for J2 x-ray spectra across the periodic table, using an
assumed J-nucleus optical potential Vopt . Several optimal targets for measuring the strong-interaction shift
and width of the x-ray transition to the ‘‘last’’ atomic level observed are singled out: F, Cl, I, and Pb. The
sensitivity of these observables to the parameters of Vopt is considered. The relevance of such experiments is
discussed in the context of strangeness 22 nuclear physics and multistrange nuclear matter. Finally, with
particular reference to searches for the H dibaryon, the properties of J2d atoms are also discussed. The role
of Stark mixing and its effect on S and P state capture of J2 by the deuteron together with estimates of the
resulting probability for producing the H dibaryon are considered in detail. @S0556-2813~99!02601-1#

PACS number~s!: 25.80.Nv, 13.75.Ev, 21.65.1f, 36.10.Gv

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Very little is established experimentally or phenomeno-
logically about the interaction of J hyperons with nuclei.
Dover and Gal @1#, analyzing old emulsion data which had
been interpreted as due to J2 hypernuclei, obtained an at-
tractive J-nucleus interaction with a nuclear potential well
depth of V0

(J)521224 MeV. This range of values agrees
well with the theoretical prediction by the same authors @2#
for J in nuclear matter, using model D of the Nijmegen
group @3# to describe baryon-baryon interactions in an SU~3!
picture, in contrast with the J-nucleus repulsion obtained @2#
using model F @4#. Similar predictions were subsequently
made with more detailed G-matrix evaluations by Yamamoto
et al. @5,6# who argued for a considerable A dependence of
V0
(J) , such that the well depth for light and medium weight
nuclei is significantly lower than for heavy nuclei where it
approaches the value calculated for nuclear matter. It should
be noted, however, that the predictions of the Nijmegen
model D for V0

(J) are extremely sensitive to the value as-
sumed for the hard-core radius. Nevertheless, the confidence
in the predictive power of model D for this sector of strange-
ness 22 hypernuclear physics, at least qualitatively, is to a
large extent due to its success in yielding the attractive LL
interaction necessary to reproduce the ~so far! three known
LL binding energies ~see Ref. @5# for a review of these
calculations!.
If the interaction of J hyperons with nuclei is sufficiently

attractive to cause binding, as has been repeatedly argued
since the original work of Dover and Gal @1#, then a rich
source of spectroscopic information becomes available and
the properties of the in-medium JN interaction can be ex-
tracted. Bound states of J hypernuclei would also be useful
as a gateway to form double L hypernuclei @7,8#. Finally, a
minimum strength for V0

(J) of about 15 MeV is required to
realize the exciting possibility of strange hadronic matter @9#,
where protons, neutrons, L’s and J’s are held together to

form a system which is stable against strong-interaction de-
cay.
Some new information on the J2 nucleus interaction has

been recently reported from (K2, K1) counter experiments
at the KEK proton synchrotron. Fukuda et al. @10# have
shown fits to the very low energy part ~including the bound
state region! of the J2 hypernuclear spectrum in the
12C(K2,K1)X reaction on a scintillating fiber active target
~experiment E224!, resulting in an estimate of V0

(J) between
15 and 20 MeV. The experimental energy resolution of about
10 MeV in this experiment was too poor to allow identifica-
tion of any bound state peak structure which could have
given more definitive information on the well depth. A
somewhat cleaner and better resolved spectrum has been re-
cently shown @11# from the Brookhaven AGS experiment
E885, but no analysis of these data has yet been reported. An
earlier KEK experiment ~E176! gave evidence for three
events of stopped J2 in light emulsion nuclei, each showing
a decay into a pair of single L hypernuclei. The first two
events @12,13# are consistent energetically with a J2 atomic
state in 12C bound by BJ2(12C)50.5860.14 MeV. How-
ever, this value could only be ascribed to capture from the
1S state which is estimated to occur in less than 1% of the
total number of captures. This binding energy is distinctly
larger than the calculated value BJ2

2P (12C)&0.32 MeV for
the 2P state, for a wide range of strong-interaction poten-
tials. Moreover, the J2 capture probability in 12C from P
states is a few percent at most. The most likely capture in
12C, as discussed in Sec. III B, occurs from atomic D states.
The calculated binding energies of the atomic 3D states for
C, N, and O emulsion nuclei are given in Table I where it is
seen that binding is essentially by the Coulomb potential.
The two examples for binding in the presence of a strong
J-nucleus potential are for the tr potential used in Secs. II
and III with the parameter b050.251i0.04 fm ~potential 1!
and b050.191i0.04 fm ~potential 2!, corresponding to
V0
(J)520.5 and 15.6 MeV, respectively, in 12C. ~The value
used for Im b0 is discussed in Secs. III A and IV.! It is seen

PHYSICAL REVIEW C JANUARY 1999VOLUME 59, NUMBER 1

PRC 590556-2813/99/59~1!/295~10!/$15.00 295 ©1999 The American Physical Society

C. J. Batty, E. Friedman, and A. Gal, 
Phys. Rev. C 59, 295 (1999)

captured from an atomic orbital of 12C

H. Takahashi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 212502 (2001);  
J.K. Ahn et al., Phys. Rev. C 88, 014003 (2013)
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(20 [x] " 20 [y] " 35 [z (beam direction)] mm3) as the target
[16]. The experimental setup around the target is schematically
shown in Fig. 1.

The SciFi-Bundle detector sandwiched between the dia-
mond target and the emulsion stack measured the position
and angle of each "! hyperon with a high precision. The
positions and angles of the "! hyperons at the surface
of the first emulsion plate (thin plate) were thus provided.
Under a microscope, first we identified the tracks of "!

hyperons detected with the SciFi-Bundle detector in the thin
plate, and then followed the tracks to their end points in the
emulsion plates. The production of a double-! hypernucleus
and its decay were searched for around the end points. The
hybrid system of the SciFi-Bundle detector and emulsion was
described in detail by Ichikawa et al. [17]. We searched for the
tracks of "! hyperons in the emulsion using a fully automated
scanning system and followed each identified track using
semiautomated scanning system (See details in Ref. [18]).

Scintillating fiber (SciFi) detectors, U-Block and D-Block,
were placed both upstream and downstream of the emulsion
stack. If a daughter track originating from the decay of a
hypernucleus escaped from the emulsion stack, the track could
be still observed in the U-Block and/or D-Block. Thus we
could measure the range and identify the particle for the
track to kinematically reconstruct the event. The detail of the
performance of the SciFi detectors is described in Ref. [19].

In the experiment, we followed about 2 " 104 candidate
tracks of "! hyperons, and found nearly 103 stopping vertices
with charged daughter tracks in the emulsion. Among them,
sequential decays with three vertices were found in seven
events. Although we were not able to reconstruct three events

because some tracks were difficult to be seen clearly, the !-!
interaction can be discussed on four events with nuclear species
in the following section.

The detail of the experiment can be seen in Refs. [8]
and [18].

III. DOUBLE-! HYPERNUCLEAR EVENTS

A. Nagara event

In the recent PDG results [13], a huge amount of data
from an experiment was taken into account for the mass of
the "! hyperon, where other old data were not used for its
compilation. The mass value was adopted to be 1321.71 ±
0.07 MeV/c2 which was 0.40 MeV/c2 heavier than the old
one of 1321.31 ± 0.13 MeV/c2. This mass change of the "!

hyperon requires revision of the values of B!! and #B!!

obtained from the vertex of "! hyperon capture, i.e., the
production point of the double-! hypernucleus in the Nagara
event. In this chapter, although interpretation of the Nagara
event has not been changed from the previous paper [8],
numerical values are presented for revision.

A picture and schematic drawing of the event are shown in
Fig. 2.

Three charged particles (tracks 1, 2, and 3) were emitted
from "! hyperon stopping vertex A, and one of them (1)
decayed into three charged particles (4, 5, and 6) at vertex B.
At the end point of track 4 (vertex C), it was associated with
two charged particles (7 and 8).

Since there were typographical errors in the data of lengths
and angles of the tracks in the previous paper [8], they are listed
with correction in Table I. Coplanarities calculated for the three
tracks emitted from vertices A and B are again well presented
to be !0.002 ± 0.030 and 0.003 ± 0.013, respectively.

Since the mass value of the "! hyperon was changed, we
applied kinematic analysis to the production vertex A in the
same manner as in the previous paper [8]. The results are
presented in Table II. In the table, the modes with #B!! !
B"! < 20 MeV are listed.

Even if the mass value of the "! hyperon were changed,
the results of the kinematic analysis could not be changed for
all possible decay modes at vertex B from the previous results.
Very recently, the binding energy of a ! hyperon in 7

!He was

10 µ

10
µ

#6
#5

#7

#3
#2

#8

#1

C

B
A

!-
#4

FIG. 2. Photograph and schematic drawing of the Nagara event.

014003-3

"! + 12C # 6
$$He + 4He + t

6
$$He # 5

$He + p + !!

B$$ = 6.91 ± 0.16 MeV
%B$$ = 0.67 ± 0.17 MeV

B$$ = 6.79 + 0.91B"! ± 0.16 MeV
%B$$ = 0.55 + 0.91B"! ± 0.17 MeV

Assumption: B"!(3D) = 0.13 MeV

Experiments with J2 atoms

C. J. Batty,1 E. Friedman,2 and A. Gal2
1Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 0QX, United Kingdom

2Racah Institute of Physics, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel
~Received 14 September 1998!

Experiments with J2 atoms are proposed in order to study the nuclear interaction of J hyperons. The
production of J2 in the (K2,K1) reaction, the J2 stopping in matter, and its atomic cascade are incorporated
within a realistic evaluation of the results expected for J2 x-ray spectra across the periodic table, using an
assumed J-nucleus optical potential Vopt . Several optimal targets for measuring the strong-interaction shift
and width of the x-ray transition to the ‘‘last’’ atomic level observed are singled out: F, Cl, I, and Pb. The
sensitivity of these observables to the parameters of Vopt is considered. The relevance of such experiments is
discussed in the context of strangeness 22 nuclear physics and multistrange nuclear matter. Finally, with
particular reference to searches for the H dibaryon, the properties of J2d atoms are also discussed. The role
of Stark mixing and its effect on S and P state capture of J2 by the deuteron together with estimates of the
resulting probability for producing the H dibaryon are considered in detail. @S0556-2813~99!02601-1#

PACS number~s!: 25.80.Nv, 13.75.Ev, 21.65.1f, 36.10.Gv

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Very little is established experimentally or phenomeno-
logically about the interaction of J hyperons with nuclei.
Dover and Gal @1#, analyzing old emulsion data which had
been interpreted as due to J2 hypernuclei, obtained an at-
tractive J-nucleus interaction with a nuclear potential well
depth of V0

(J)521224 MeV. This range of values agrees
well with the theoretical prediction by the same authors @2#
for J in nuclear matter, using model D of the Nijmegen
group @3# to describe baryon-baryon interactions in an SU~3!
picture, in contrast with the J-nucleus repulsion obtained @2#
using model F @4#. Similar predictions were subsequently
made with more detailed G-matrix evaluations by Yamamoto
et al. @5,6# who argued for a considerable A dependence of
V0
(J) , such that the well depth for light and medium weight
nuclei is significantly lower than for heavy nuclei where it
approaches the value calculated for nuclear matter. It should
be noted, however, that the predictions of the Nijmegen
model D for V0

(J) are extremely sensitive to the value as-
sumed for the hard-core radius. Nevertheless, the confidence
in the predictive power of model D for this sector of strange-
ness 22 hypernuclear physics, at least qualitatively, is to a
large extent due to its success in yielding the attractive LL
interaction necessary to reproduce the ~so far! three known
LL binding energies ~see Ref. @5# for a review of these
calculations!.
If the interaction of J hyperons with nuclei is sufficiently

attractive to cause binding, as has been repeatedly argued
since the original work of Dover and Gal @1#, then a rich
source of spectroscopic information becomes available and
the properties of the in-medium JN interaction can be ex-
tracted. Bound states of J hypernuclei would also be useful
as a gateway to form double L hypernuclei @7,8#. Finally, a
minimum strength for V0

(J) of about 15 MeV is required to
realize the exciting possibility of strange hadronic matter @9#,
where protons, neutrons, L’s and J’s are held together to

form a system which is stable against strong-interaction de-
cay.
Some new information on the J2 nucleus interaction has

been recently reported from (K2, K1) counter experiments
at the KEK proton synchrotron. Fukuda et al. @10# have
shown fits to the very low energy part ~including the bound
state region! of the J2 hypernuclear spectrum in the
12C(K2,K1)X reaction on a scintillating fiber active target
~experiment E224!, resulting in an estimate of V0

(J) between
15 and 20 MeV. The experimental energy resolution of about
10 MeV in this experiment was too poor to allow identifica-
tion of any bound state peak structure which could have
given more definitive information on the well depth. A
somewhat cleaner and better resolved spectrum has been re-
cently shown @11# from the Brookhaven AGS experiment
E885, but no analysis of these data has yet been reported. An
earlier KEK experiment ~E176! gave evidence for three
events of stopped J2 in light emulsion nuclei, each showing
a decay into a pair of single L hypernuclei. The first two
events @12,13# are consistent energetically with a J2 atomic
state in 12C bound by BJ2(12C)50.5860.14 MeV. How-
ever, this value could only be ascribed to capture from the
1S state which is estimated to occur in less than 1% of the
total number of captures. This binding energy is distinctly
larger than the calculated value BJ2

2P (12C)&0.32 MeV for
the 2P state, for a wide range of strong-interaction poten-
tials. Moreover, the J2 capture probability in 12C from P
states is a few percent at most. The most likely capture in
12C, as discussed in Sec. III B, occurs from atomic D states.
The calculated binding energies of the atomic 3D states for
C, N, and O emulsion nuclei are given in Table I where it is
seen that binding is essentially by the Coulomb potential.
The two examples for binding in the presence of a strong
J-nucleus potential are for the tr potential used in Secs. II
and III with the parameter b050.251i0.04 fm ~potential 1!
and b050.191i0.04 fm ~potential 2!, corresponding to
V0
(J)520.5 and 15.6 MeV, respectively, in 12C. ~The value
used for Im b0 is discussed in Secs. III A and IV.! It is seen
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Fig. 9 Open channels including D⇤HN from 7
⌅H

⇤, in Ref. [38] (left) and in the model C

(right).
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the results in the �B⇤⇤ model C with (without) dineutron emission. Dashed lines show

the results without considering particle unstable nuclei in the decay processes and with the

channels and binding energies used in [38].

functions of the binding energy of ⌅� in 7
⌅H (solid curves). The ⌅� binding energy in 15

⌅ C

was evaluated from the twin hypernuclear formation in the Kiso event, ⌅� + 14N ! 15
⌅ C !

10
⇤ Be(⇤) + 5

⇤He, as B⌅ = 3.87± 0.21 MeV or 1.03± 0.18 MeV [36, 40]. These two values are

for decays to the ground state and the excited state of 10
⇤ Be. The binding energy would be

smaller in 7
⌅H, then the binding energy region of 0  B⌅  4 MeV would be enough.

The branching ratio Br(5⇤⇤H) increases with increasing B⌅, as expected, and takes values

between 43.6% (B⌅ = 0) and 57.8% (B⌅ = 4 MeV) in the B⌅ region of interest. These values
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Double-L hypernuclear formation via a neutron-rich J state

Izumi Kumagai-Fuse and Yoshinori Akaishi
Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo 188, Japan

~Received 21 March 1996!

Conversion processes for J
7 H are discussed as a typical example of the double-L hypernuclear formation via

a neutron-rich J state. LL
5 H is formed with a surprisingly large branching ratio of about 90% from J

7 H that is
produced by the (K2,K1) reaction on the 7Li target. The J

7 H state has a narrow width, 0.75 MeV, and its
population can be confirmed by tagging K1 momentum. @S0556-2813~96!50507-8#

PACS number~s!: 21.80.1a. 21.45.1v. 25.80.Nv, 25.80.Pw

Recent hypernuclear studies have aroused much interest
in double strangeness (S522) systems. Several double-L
hypernuclei events and J atoms ~or nuclei! were reported in
an experiment at KEK using emulsion-counter hybrid tech-
niques @1#. Such double strangeness systems provide unique
information concerning the LL and JN interaction, which
is closely related to the existence of H-dibaryon @2# and is
awaited to deduce properties of strange hadronic matter @3#.
However, information from S522 systems is still very lim-
ited. One reason is the difficulty in identification of S522
hypernuclear species in emulsion events, and the other is a
lack of events themselves.
If an intense K2 beam is available, the (K2,K1) reaction

can sufficiently populate certain J-nuclear states, which be-
come doorway states to double-L hypernuclei. In this paper
a typical example of this line of producing double-L hyper-
nuclei is explored. The first step is to produce a narrow-
width bound J state using the 7Li(K2,K1)J

7 H reaction.
Then, the J2 particle interacts with a proton in the 6He
core, and they convert into two L particles. Our primary
concern is how large the branching to the double-L nuclear
formation is for the neutron-rich J-nucleus J

7 H.
The conversion processes of J

7 H are limited to the follow-
ing:

J
7 H!LL

5 H1n1n ;11 MeV, ~1!

!L
4 H1L1n1n ;7 MeV, ~2!

!L
4 H*1L1n1n ;6 MeV, ~3!

!
3H1L1L1n1n ;5 MeV. ~4!

To fix the Q values, we need knowledge of the binding en-
ergies ~BE! of J

7 H and LL
5 H. In the above equations, we

have tentatively assigned BE(J2 in J
7 H);2 MeV and BE

(LL in LL
5 H);6 MeV, which are estimated from a calcu-

lation of double-strange five-body systems by Myint et al.
@4#. The point is that the Q values become small for these
processes because the 28.33 MeV energy released due to
JN!LL conversion is almost exhausted in breaking the
a cluster in J

7 H. The three-body decay process in Eq. ~1!
would be favored by such small Q values, because the avail-
able phase space is less reduced than that for the four-body
and the five-body decays.

We apply distorted-wave Born approximation ~DWBA!
with a finite range J2p-LL interaction to calculate the con-
version widths. For the J2N channel, the LL channel, and
the J2p-LL coupling interactions we use the Shinmura po-
tential @5# determined so as to reproduce S matrices of the
Nijmegen model D potential @6# at low energies. The poten-
tial parameters are summarized in Table I.
For the J2N channel interaction, we multiply the repul-

sive part by a reduction factor f c due to short-range correla-
tions to obtain an effective interaction. We use the YNG
effective interaction for LN @7#, the parameters of which are
readjusted to reproduce the binding energies of L

4 H and
L
4 H*, and the NHN effective interaction for NN @8#.
Initial-state and final-state wave functions for the conver-

sion processes are constructed as follows. For the initial state
J
7 H, the five-body part without two neutrons ~‘‘J

5 H’’! is
firstly solved as a 3N-N-J2 three-body system within the
framework of the resonating group method. The total Hamil-
tonian is given by
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where t i and Tc.m. are kinetic energy operators of the ith
nucleon or the J2 particle and the center-of-mass motion of
the five-body system, respectively. The Coulomb interaction
for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
important role in binding J

5 H @4#. We employ a variational
method using a Gaussian basis with three rearrangement
channels in the Jacobi coordinate system ~CRCG method!
@9#. Secondly, wave functions for the remaining neutrons are
independently determined by solving the following equation
of J

5 H-n:

~T
J
5 Hn1V4He n1VJ2n2E !ucn&50, ~6!

where the potential is a sum of contributions from 4He and
J2. We use the Kanada potential @10# for 4He n , the param-
eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
tential so as to reproduce one half of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy in 6He. For J2 n , we regard the J wave
function as a simple ~0s! harmonic oscillator one, the size
parameter of which corresponds to the rms radius of the
J2 determined from the calculation of J

5 H. Then the J2n
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Recent hypernuclear studies have aroused much interest
in double strangeness (S522) systems. Several double-L
hypernuclei events and J atoms ~or nuclei! were reported in
an experiment at KEK using emulsion-counter hybrid tech-
niques @1#. Such double strangeness systems provide unique
information concerning the LL and JN interaction, which
is closely related to the existence of H-dibaryon @2# and is
awaited to deduce properties of strange hadronic matter @3#.
However, information from S522 systems is still very lim-
ited. One reason is the difficulty in identification of S522
hypernuclear species in emulsion events, and the other is a
lack of events themselves.
If an intense K2 beam is available, the (K2,K1) reaction

can sufficiently populate certain J-nuclear states, which be-
come doorway states to double-L hypernuclei. In this paper
a typical example of this line of producing double-L hyper-
nuclei is explored. The first step is to produce a narrow-
width bound J state using the 7Li(K2,K1)J

7 H reaction.
Then, the J2 particle interacts with a proton in the 6He
core, and they convert into two L particles. Our primary
concern is how large the branching to the double-L nuclear
formation is for the neutron-rich J-nucleus J

7 H.
The conversion processes of J

7 H are limited to the follow-
ing:

J
7 H!LL

5 H1n1n ;11 MeV, ~1!
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4 H1L1n1n ;7 MeV, ~2!
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4 H*1L1n1n ;6 MeV, ~3!
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3H1L1L1n1n ;5 MeV. ~4!

To fix the Q values, we need knowledge of the binding en-
ergies ~BE! of J

7 H and LL
5 H. In the above equations, we

have tentatively assigned BE(J2 in J
7 H);2 MeV and BE

(LL in LL
5 H);6 MeV, which are estimated from a calcu-

lation of double-strange five-body systems by Myint et al.
@4#. The point is that the Q values become small for these
processes because the 28.33 MeV energy released due to
JN!LL conversion is almost exhausted in breaking the
a cluster in J

7 H. The three-body decay process in Eq. ~1!
would be favored by such small Q values, because the avail-
able phase space is less reduced than that for the four-body
and the five-body decays.

We apply distorted-wave Born approximation ~DWBA!
with a finite range J2p-LL interaction to calculate the con-
version widths. For the J2N channel, the LL channel, and
the J2p-LL coupling interactions we use the Shinmura po-
tential @5# determined so as to reproduce S matrices of the
Nijmegen model D potential @6# at low energies. The poten-
tial parameters are summarized in Table I.
For the J2N channel interaction, we multiply the repul-

sive part by a reduction factor f c due to short-range correla-
tions to obtain an effective interaction. We use the YNG
effective interaction for LN @7#, the parameters of which are
readjusted to reproduce the binding energies of L

4 H and
L
4 H*, and the NHN effective interaction for NN @8#.
Initial-state and final-state wave functions for the conver-

sion processes are constructed as follows. For the initial state
J
7 H, the five-body part without two neutrons ~‘‘J

5 H’’! is
firstly solved as a 3N-N-J2 three-body system within the
framework of the resonating group method. The total Hamil-
tonian is given by
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where t i and Tc.m. are kinetic energy operators of the ith
nucleon or the J2 particle and the center-of-mass motion of
the five-body system, respectively. The Coulomb interaction
for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
important role in binding J

5 H @4#. We employ a variational
method using a Gaussian basis with three rearrangement
channels in the Jacobi coordinate system ~CRCG method!
@9#. Secondly, wave functions for the remaining neutrons are
independently determined by solving the following equation
of J

5 H-n:
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J
5 Hn1V4He n1VJ2n2E !ucn&50, ~6!

where the potential is a sum of contributions from 4He and
J2. We use the Kanada potential @10# for 4He n , the param-
eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
tential so as to reproduce one half of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy in 6He. For J2 n , we regard the J wave
function as a simple ~0s! harmonic oscillator one, the size
parameter of which corresponds to the rms radius of the
J2 determined from the calculation of J

5 H. Then the J2n
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We investigate double ! hyperfragment formation from the statistical decay of double ! com-
pound nuclei produced in the "" absorption at rest in the light nuclei 12C, 14N, and 16O. We
examine the target and the !! bond energy dependence of the double ! hyperfragment forma-
tion probabilities, especially of those double hypernuclei observed in experiments. For the 12C
(14N) target, the formation probabilities of 6

!!He and 10
!!Be ( 13

!!B) are found to be reasonably
large as they are observed in the KEK-E373 (KEK-E176) experiment. By comparison, for the
16O target, the formation probability of 11

!!Be is calculated to be small with #B!! consistent
with the Nagara event. We also evaluate the formation probability of 5

!!H from a ""–6He bound
state, 7

"H.
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1. Introduction
Formation of double ! hypernuclei (D!HN) from "" absorption in nuclei is of importance for
several reasons. "" absorption at rest in nuclei is the most efficient way to produce D!HN, and
uniquely identified D!HN [1–6] provide strong constraints on the !! interaction [7,8]. The strength
and density dependence of the !! interaction are the keys to solving the hyperon puzzle in neutron
star physics. Until now, four D!HN formation events have been uniquely identified, and more will
be found in the J-PARC-E07 experiment, where 104 "" absorption events in nuclei are expected to
be observed. Let us comment on these points in order.

The baryon–baryon interaction has been one of the central subjects in nuclear physics. Compared
with nucleon–nucleon interactions, hyperon–nucleon scattering data are much more scarce and
single ! hypernuclear data are also used to constrain the !N interaction. For the !! interaction,
there are theoretical predictions in the meson exchange model [9], the quark cluster model [10],
and lattice QCD calculations [11]. Experimentally, by comparison, it is not possible to perform
scattering experiments, and hence the binding energies of D!HN [1–6] and the correlation function
data from high-energy nuclear collisions [12–23] have been utilized to experimentally constrain the
!! interaction. While the correlation function technique has recently been applied to investigate
several hadron–hadron interactions [12–15], we need further theoretical and experimental studies to
constrain the interactions precisely [15–23].At present, the strongest constraint on the !! interaction

© The Author(s) 2020. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Physical Society of Japan.
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/),
which permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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functions of the binding energy of ⌅� in 7
⌅H (solid curves). The ⌅� binding energy in 15

⌅ C

was evaluated from the twin hypernuclear formation in the Kiso event, ⌅� + 14N ! 15
⌅ C !

10
⇤ Be(⇤) + 5

⇤He, as B⌅ = 3.87± 0.21 MeV or 1.03± 0.18 MeV [36, 40]. These two values are

for decays to the ground state and the excited state of 10
⇤ Be. The binding energy would be

smaller in 7
⌅H, then the binding energy region of 0  B⌅  4 MeV would be enough.

The branching ratio Br(5⇤⇤H) increases with increasing B⌅, as expected, and takes values

between 43.6% (B⌅ = 0) and 57.8% (B⌅ = 4 MeV) in the B⌅ region of interest. These values
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Recent hypernuclear studies have aroused much interest
in double strangeness (S522) systems. Several double-L
hypernuclei events and J atoms ~or nuclei! were reported in
an experiment at KEK using emulsion-counter hybrid tech-
niques @1#. Such double strangeness systems provide unique
information concerning the LL and JN interaction, which
is closely related to the existence of H-dibaryon @2# and is
awaited to deduce properties of strange hadronic matter @3#.
However, information from S522 systems is still very lim-
ited. One reason is the difficulty in identification of S522
hypernuclear species in emulsion events, and the other is a
lack of events themselves.
If an intense K2 beam is available, the (K2,K1) reaction

can sufficiently populate certain J-nuclear states, which be-
come doorway states to double-L hypernuclei. In this paper
a typical example of this line of producing double-L hyper-
nuclei is explored. The first step is to produce a narrow-
width bound J state using the 7Li(K2,K1)J

7 H reaction.
Then, the J2 particle interacts with a proton in the 6He
core, and they convert into two L particles. Our primary
concern is how large the branching to the double-L nuclear
formation is for the neutron-rich J-nucleus J

7 H.
The conversion processes of J

7 H are limited to the follow-
ing:

J
7 H!LL

5 H1n1n ;11 MeV, ~1!

!L
4 H1L1n1n ;7 MeV, ~2!

!L
4 H*1L1n1n ;6 MeV, ~3!

!
3H1L1L1n1n ;5 MeV. ~4!

To fix the Q values, we need knowledge of the binding en-
ergies ~BE! of J

7 H and LL
5 H. In the above equations, we

have tentatively assigned BE(J2 in J
7 H);2 MeV and BE

(LL in LL
5 H);6 MeV, which are estimated from a calcu-

lation of double-strange five-body systems by Myint et al.
@4#. The point is that the Q values become small for these
processes because the 28.33 MeV energy released due to
JN!LL conversion is almost exhausted in breaking the
a cluster in J

7 H. The three-body decay process in Eq. ~1!
would be favored by such small Q values, because the avail-
able phase space is less reduced than that for the four-body
and the five-body decays.

We apply distorted-wave Born approximation ~DWBA!
with a finite range J2p-LL interaction to calculate the con-
version widths. For the J2N channel, the LL channel, and
the J2p-LL coupling interactions we use the Shinmura po-
tential @5# determined so as to reproduce S matrices of the
Nijmegen model D potential @6# at low energies. The poten-
tial parameters are summarized in Table I.
For the J2N channel interaction, we multiply the repul-

sive part by a reduction factor f c due to short-range correla-
tions to obtain an effective interaction. We use the YNG
effective interaction for LN @7#, the parameters of which are
readjusted to reproduce the binding energies of L

4 H and
L
4 H*, and the NHN effective interaction for NN @8#.
Initial-state and final-state wave functions for the conver-

sion processes are constructed as follows. For the initial state
J
7 H, the five-body part without two neutrons ~‘‘J

5 H’’! is
firstly solved as a 3N-N-J2 three-body system within the
framework of the resonating group method. The total Hamil-
tonian is given by
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where t i and Tc.m. are kinetic energy operators of the ith
nucleon or the J2 particle and the center-of-mass motion of
the five-body system, respectively. The Coulomb interaction
for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
important role in binding J

5 H @4#. We employ a variational
method using a Gaussian basis with three rearrangement
channels in the Jacobi coordinate system ~CRCG method!
@9#. Secondly, wave functions for the remaining neutrons are
independently determined by solving the following equation
of J

5 H-n:

~T
J
5 Hn1V4He n1VJ2n2E !ucn&50, ~6!

where the potential is a sum of contributions from 4He and
J2. We use the Kanada potential @10# for 4He n , the param-
eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
tential so as to reproduce one half of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy in 6He. For J2 n , we regard the J wave
function as a simple ~0s! harmonic oscillator one, the size
parameter of which corresponds to the rms radius of the
J2 determined from the calculation of J

5 H. Then the J2n
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Recent hypernuclear studies have aroused much interest
in double strangeness (S522) systems. Several double-L
hypernuclei events and J atoms ~or nuclei! were reported in
an experiment at KEK using emulsion-counter hybrid tech-
niques @1#. Such double strangeness systems provide unique
information concerning the LL and JN interaction, which
is closely related to the existence of H-dibaryon @2# and is
awaited to deduce properties of strange hadronic matter @3#.
However, information from S522 systems is still very lim-
ited. One reason is the difficulty in identification of S522
hypernuclear species in emulsion events, and the other is a
lack of events themselves.
If an intense K2 beam is available, the (K2,K1) reaction

can sufficiently populate certain J-nuclear states, which be-
come doorway states to double-L hypernuclei. In this paper
a typical example of this line of producing double-L hyper-
nuclei is explored. The first step is to produce a narrow-
width bound J state using the 7Li(K2,K1)J

7 H reaction.
Then, the J2 particle interacts with a proton in the 6He
core, and they convert into two L particles. Our primary
concern is how large the branching to the double-L nuclear
formation is for the neutron-rich J-nucleus J

7 H.
The conversion processes of J

7 H are limited to the follow-
ing:

J
7 H!LL

5 H1n1n ;11 MeV, ~1!

!L
4 H1L1n1n ;7 MeV, ~2!

!L
4 H*1L1n1n ;6 MeV, ~3!

!
3H1L1L1n1n ;5 MeV. ~4!

To fix the Q values, we need knowledge of the binding en-
ergies ~BE! of J

7 H and LL
5 H. In the above equations, we

have tentatively assigned BE(J2 in J
7 H);2 MeV and BE

(LL in LL
5 H);6 MeV, which are estimated from a calcu-

lation of double-strange five-body systems by Myint et al.
@4#. The point is that the Q values become small for these
processes because the 28.33 MeV energy released due to
JN!LL conversion is almost exhausted in breaking the
a cluster in J

7 H. The three-body decay process in Eq. ~1!
would be favored by such small Q values, because the avail-
able phase space is less reduced than that for the four-body
and the five-body decays.

We apply distorted-wave Born approximation ~DWBA!
with a finite range J2p-LL interaction to calculate the con-
version widths. For the J2N channel, the LL channel, and
the J2p-LL coupling interactions we use the Shinmura po-
tential @5# determined so as to reproduce S matrices of the
Nijmegen model D potential @6# at low energies. The poten-
tial parameters are summarized in Table I.
For the J2N channel interaction, we multiply the repul-

sive part by a reduction factor f c due to short-range correla-
tions to obtain an effective interaction. We use the YNG
effective interaction for LN @7#, the parameters of which are
readjusted to reproduce the binding energies of L

4 H and
L
4 H*, and the NHN effective interaction for NN @8#.
Initial-state and final-state wave functions for the conver-

sion processes are constructed as follows. For the initial state
J
7 H, the five-body part without two neutrons ~‘‘J

5 H’’! is
firstly solved as a 3N-N-J2 three-body system within the
framework of the resonating group method. The total Hamil-
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where t i and Tc.m. are kinetic energy operators of the ith
nucleon or the J2 particle and the center-of-mass motion of
the five-body system, respectively. The Coulomb interaction
for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
important role in binding J

5 H @4#. We employ a variational
method using a Gaussian basis with three rearrangement
channels in the Jacobi coordinate system ~CRCG method!
@9#. Secondly, wave functions for the remaining neutrons are
independently determined by solving the following equation
of J

5 H-n:

~T
J
5 Hn1V4He n1VJ2n2E !ucn&50, ~6!

where the potential is a sum of contributions from 4He and
J2. We use the Kanada potential @10# for 4He n , the param-
eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
tential so as to reproduce one half of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy in 6He. For J2 n , we regard the J wave
function as a simple ~0s! harmonic oscillator one, the size
parameter of which corresponds to the rms radius of the
J2 determined from the calculation of J

5 H. Then the J2n
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We investigate double ! hyperfragment formation from the statistical decay of double ! com-
pound nuclei produced in the "" absorption at rest in the light nuclei 12C, 14N, and 16O. We
examine the target and the !! bond energy dependence of the double ! hyperfragment forma-
tion probabilities, especially of those double hypernuclei observed in experiments. For the 12C
(14N) target, the formation probabilities of 6

!!He and 10
!!Be ( 13

!!B) are found to be reasonably
large as they are observed in the KEK-E373 (KEK-E176) experiment. By comparison, for the
16O target, the formation probability of 11

!!Be is calculated to be small with #B!! consistent
with the Nagara event. We also evaluate the formation probability of 5

!!H from a ""–6He bound
state, 7

"H.
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1. Introduction
Formation of double ! hypernuclei (D!HN) from "" absorption in nuclei is of importance for
several reasons. "" absorption at rest in nuclei is the most efficient way to produce D!HN, and
uniquely identified D!HN [1–6] provide strong constraints on the !! interaction [7,8]. The strength
and density dependence of the !! interaction are the keys to solving the hyperon puzzle in neutron
star physics. Until now, four D!HN formation events have been uniquely identified, and more will
be found in the J-PARC-E07 experiment, where 104 "" absorption events in nuclei are expected to
be observed. Let us comment on these points in order.

The baryon–baryon interaction has been one of the central subjects in nuclear physics. Compared
with nucleon–nucleon interactions, hyperon–nucleon scattering data are much more scarce and
single ! hypernuclear data are also used to constrain the !N interaction. For the !! interaction,
there are theoretical predictions in the meson exchange model [9], the quark cluster model [10],
and lattice QCD calculations [11]. Experimentally, by comparison, it is not possible to perform
scattering experiments, and hence the binding energies of D!HN [1–6] and the correlation function
data from high-energy nuclear collisions [12–23] have been utilized to experimentally constrain the
!! interaction. While the correlation function technique has recently been applied to investigate
several hadron–hadron interactions [12–15], we need further theoretical and experimental studies to
constrain the interactions precisely [15–23].At present, the strongest constraint on the !! interaction
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states into the diagonal !! interaction through the G-matrix
procedure, and only low-lying "N states are treated explic-
itly in our model space. In the cases of !!

5 H and !!
5 He, there

appears the particular low-lying #+" configuration. Then,
the intermediate nucleon is strongly bound in the # particle.
Such an intermediate state is forbidden by the Pauli principle
for a nucleon in the case of !!

6 He: Low-lying "N states
coupled to the !! state are #+"+N configurations, in
which N (and, probably, also ") lies in continuum. Energy
differences of these intermediate "N states from the !!
ground state are substantially greater than that for the #+"
configuration. Similar contributions from 3H!He"+N+"
continuum configurations occur also in !!

5 H !!!
5 He". In prin-

ciple, it would be reasonable to take into account the con-
tinuum configurations in !!

6 He as well as in !!
5 H !!!

5 He".
In our single-channel approximation for !!

6 He, however,
the “diagonal” !! potential fitted to the experimental bind-
ing energy incorporates effectively contributions from "N
intermediate states in which the nucleon is outside from the
1s shell. The reasons to justify our procedure are as follows:
First, such contributions are expected to be small enough due
to large energy differences and small overlaps of wave func-
tions of the !! bound state and "N continuum states. Sec-
ond, these contributions in the cases of !!

6 He and !!
5 H

!!!
5 He" are supposed to be roughly equal to each other and,
therefore, to be simulated well by the diagonal !! interac-
tion. Being simplified, our approach enables us to avoid un-
certainties arising from a treatment of the coupling in !!

6 He.
If the coupling contribution to the binding energy of !!

6 He
is comparable to that from the diagonal !! potential, our

results may be less reliable quantitatively. However, there is
no reason to expect that the main effect (difference of the
couplings in !!

5 H and !!
5 He) can disappear even in this un-

favorable case. It should be emphasized that the coupling in
!!
6 He anyway deserves further careful study by itself.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we discuss the results obtained with Isle-type
hyperon-nucleus potentials.
In Table III, $B!!!!!

5 H" and $B!!!!!
5 He" calculated in

the single-channel approximation without the coupling are
presented. Since all the diagonal !! potentials are fitted to
$B!!!!!

6 He"=1.0 MeV, they give also values close to each
other for $B!!!!!

5 He"=0.58–0.63 MeV and $B!!!!!
5 He"

=0.65–0.69 MeV. It is seen that even without the coupling,
$B!!!!!

5 H"−$B!!!!!
5 H"%0. This nonzero difference was

first obtained in the five-body calculation [27] and then con-
firmed and explained in Ref. [40]. The origin of this differ-
ence is charge symmetry breaking !N interaction. Since
B!!!

4 He"−B!!!
4 H"%0, ! hyperons in !!

5 He move closer to
the center and, therefore, closer to each other than in !!

5 H.
So they attract each other somewhat stronger in !!

5 He than in
!!
5 H [40]. This difference is less than 0.1 MeV (whereas the
difference in the B! values in the corresponding single-!
hypernuclei is about 0.3 MeV) if the !! attraction is com-
patible with Nagara event and can be greater for stronger !!
attraction, but not greater than several tenths of MeV [40]. It
is seen that the coupling effect increases the difference con-
siderably (columns labeled cc in Table III, corresponding to
the Xa1 potential).
In Fig. 1(a), $B!! values obtained from the full calcula-

tion with various Isle-type "# potentials are shown as func-
tions of volume integral #V!!,"N!r"d3r.
It is seen that the coupling effect is anyway meaningful

and may be rather high. Even with moderate "# potential
Xa1, full $B!! is more than twice as large as the single-
channel value for strong coupling interactions. For the
NHC-F model, the difference $B!!!!!

5 He"−$B!!!!!
5 H" is

about 0.4 MeV. For the strongest "# potential Xa2,
$B!!!!!

5 He" can reach 2.3 MeV [recall that $B!!!!!
6 He"

=1.0 MeV]. Even for zero "# potential Xa0, $B!!!!!
5 He"

can exceed $B!!!!!
6 He" as has been pointed out in Ref.

[19].

TABLE III. Single-channel (sc) and coupled-channel (cc) $B!!

values in MeV calculated from Eq. (3) with B!!!
4 H"=1.25 MeV

and B!!!
4 H"=1.53 MeV for various potential models. In the

coupled-channel calculation, the Xa1 potential is used.

Model $B!!!!!
5 H" $B!!!!!

5 He"
sc cc sc cc

NHC-D 0.63 0.72 0.69 0.84
NSC97f 0.62 0.79 0.68 0.95
NSC97e 0.63 0.85 0.69 1.05
NSC89 0.58 0.97 0.65 1.25
NHC-F 0.58 1.16 0.65 1.55

FIG. 1. $B!! (a) and " admixture probabili-
ties p" (b) as functions of volume integral
#V!!,"Nd3r in !!

5 H and !!
5 He for "# Isle-type

potentials Xa1 (crosses), Xa2 (circles), and Xa0
(diamonds) and the Isle-type !-core potentials.
Solid !!!

5 He" and dashed !!!
5 H" lines are drawn

as a guide for eyes. Diagonal !! and coupling
!! -"N potentials are (from left to right)
NHC-D, NSC97f, NSC97e, NSC89, and NHC-F.

D. E. LANSKOY AND Y. YAMAMOTO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 69, 014303 (2004)

014303-6! V$$,"N(r)d3r

D. E. Lanskoy and Y. Yamamoto, Phys. Rev. C 69, 014303 (2004)

 (fixed)%B$$( 6
$$He) = 1.0 MeV
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Superconducting solenoid
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Figure 2: Beam-axis component of the mag-
netic field measured on 16th December, 2019.

38 CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENT

2.4.6 Solenoid magnet

A superconducting solenoid magnet was used to momentum-analyze the charged particles
detected by the TPC. The magnitude of the magnetic field was 2 Tesla at the center of the
magnet. The solenoid magnet has an aperture of 300 mm in radius. The center of the magnet
was placed at -1617 mm along the beam axis from the center of the dipole magnet. The center
of the target was at -1710 mm. The magnetic field was measured with a hole probe and the
measured distribution was compared with the result obtained by the TOSCA simulation. The
distribution of the magnetic field obtained by TOSCA was used in the tracking. Figure 2.23
shows the distribution of the z-component of the magnetic field, Bz, calculated by TOSCA as
a function of the z-coordinate on the beam axis (x=0,y=0).
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Figure 2.23: Distribution of the z-component of the solenoid magnetic field Bz as a function
of the z-coordinate on the beam axis (x=0,y=0).

Figure 3: Calculated beam-axis component of
the magnetic field. Taken from Ref. [2].
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Figure 2.23: Distribution of the z-component of the solenoid magnetic field Bz as a function
of the z-coordinate on the beam axis (x=0,y=0).

Figure 3: Calculated beam-axis component of
the magnetic field. Taken from Ref. [2].
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Superconducting solenoid
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S-2S Q1 magnet

Influence of the fringing field of the solenoid

on the ion-optics of the S-2S spectrometer  
will be carefully evaluated by OPERA-3d (TOSCA).
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Time Projection Chamber
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• Integrity assessment in Oct.-Nov. 2019  
We observed analog signals from every sense wire.


• The TPC will be moved to TokyoTech in near future.


• To-do: R&D of the readout system for the TPC  
and its migration into HDDAQ

TPC-480（LEPS-TPC2）再利⽤のための動作チェック        2019.10.19 M. Y. 
 
2019.10.10 （藤岡、滝、與曽井） 
・TPC-480を実験準備室（34IN）から BL333LEPレーザーハッチ下流の作業台に移動。 
・各 HVコネクタ間の絶縁チェック。 
・プリアンプ、アンプディスクリ、ケーブル等の確認。 
・各カソード PADのターミネート。 
2019.10.11 （與曽井） 
・ガス配管を行い、Ar(70%)+isoC4H10(30%)混合ガス（LEPS DC⽤）を流し始める。 
 （但し、インナーのみ。アウターは大気開放。） 
2019.10.17 （與曽井） 
・何とか電源をかき集めて、TPCの各電極（ドリフト・プレートを除く）に HV供給。 
・アノードの電圧供給側に抵抗とコンデンサを⼊れて、センスワイヤーからの宇宙線生信号
をオシロで確認（下図（50Ωターミネート））。ワイヤー⾯の動作は問題ないと思われる。 

 

 
 

このときの電圧パラメータ： 
センス      ＋1,580 V 
シールド中間    ＋800 V 
ポテンシャル    ＋200 V 
ポテンシャル予備  ＋300 V 
固定電極       －40 V 
ゲート＋       －40 V 
ゲート－       －40 V 
シールド       －60 V 

Figure 1: Raw signal from one of the sense wires caused by a cosmic-ray muon.

magnetic field distribution (Fig. 3) [2]. Therefore, we concluded that the solenoid magnet itself is also in
a good condition.

We would like to get permission to move the TPC to Tokyo Institute of Technology and request a
financial support for the transportation. The reason is that more detailed studies, as described below, will
take a long time, and it is more e!cient to do it at the home institute of Fujioka and Taki rather than in
SPring-8. We plan to read signals not only from the sense wires but also from 1350 cathode pads by
using a readout system. By reconstructing straight tracks of cosmic-ray muons, basic properties such as
the electron drift velocity and the position resolution will be evaluated.

In addition, we request a financial support to carry the magnet out of the BL33LEP experimental
hutch in early FY2020, before the HD target system is installed inside the hutch.
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Summary
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•We propose a production/spectroscopy experiment of 
 in order to investigate  interaction.


‣  will be produced by decay of  with a large 
probability ( ?)


‣ Mass measurement by measuring the momentum of a 
pion from two-body decay of .


• Preparation of a Cylindrical Detector System for 
momentum analysis of pions etc. is on-going.
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